03/20/2019
To: Village of Deerfield
From: Pairodocs, LLC
448 Lake Cook Rd.
Deerfield, IL 60015

RE: Plan Commission Public Hearing for Cornerstone Mixed Martial Arts, LLC

Dear Village Board,
I am one of the owners of the building located at 448 Lake Cook Rd. in
Deerfield, which is directly across from, and shares a parking lot with 444
Lake Cook Rd. I have received notice of the special use request and parking
needs for the operation of this above mentioned business. Though I have a
very good working relationship with the 444 building owner and wish to
support him fully, I must admit that I am very concerned about the
significant potential for a great deal of parking related problems if this
business is granted permission to operate in this space. My concern is that
the currently utilized parking area will immediately become overwhelmed
which will negatively impact the businesses which are currently operating in
this immediate area, as well as having the same negative effect to this new
business. There are several specific concerns I have with regard to the
current proposal, which are outlined below:
1) The busiest time periods for several of the existing businesses in the
area are the same as that which will be the case for Cornerstone Mixed
Martial Arts, LLC. Our respective parking needs all occurring at
virtually the same peak time periods will inevitably lead to heightened
parking constraints at times of primary utilization such as before/after
work/school and weekend hours of operation.
2) Suggested parking options alongside and behind the specific building
of business operation: I believe that it is highly unlikely that the clients
of any business will park on the opposite sides of the building and walk
around to attend classes. Rather, it is more likely the people may
resort to illegally double parking, park along the driveway and create
various other parking challenges for the new business as well as that
of the other existing businesses. This is without consideration of the

additional parking shortages that exist during the winter months when
several of the parking spaces are used to store the piles of snow that
have been cleared to the outer perimeters of the parking areas.

3) It is further worthy of noting that the proposal states there will be no
more than 15 parking spaces needed at any one given point in time.
However, if class sizes will be kept to a maximum of 15 people (15
students and 3 staff people), it seems highly possible that there will be
as many as 18 vehicles parked at the building, during the most heavily
utilized times for the area, during which time there is currently barely
ample parking. Additionally, it would appear that this number of
needed parking spots could potentially grow to a larger number if
there were two or more class offerings operating at the same time.
4) I am further concerned about belt testing, and other celebratory
events which could further increase the number of people who would
understandably have every reason to want to attend this esteemed
organizations regularly scheduled events.
My strong recommendation is that a Professional Parking Study of this
effected area be conducted by a licensed entity that is experienced in
performing such work. This would help all parties better understand the true
potential for mutual success or failure, considering the likely needs of this
new service offering to this particular area, given the current parking
availability.
Please do not mistake my significant concerns over parking for any lack of
support for this business offering, which I can only imagine is being run by
some very decent people who are expert in their respective disciplines. I
further believe that this particular offering might be a wonderful addition to
the larger Deerfield community. My sole concern is for the safety and
unimpeded operation of all effected businesses.

Respectfully Submitted,

Ivan Wolfson

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Poulos
Daniel Nakahara
Parking concerns at 444 Lake Cook Rd
Wednesday, March 20, 2019 12:27:51 PM

Hi Dan,
Thanks again !!!
Sent from my iPhone
>>
>>
>>>
>>> To the Plan Commission Committee,
>>> Please include this communication when considering granting a special permit usage to proposed business in
Deerfield which you are currently reviewing.
>>> We are located at 448 Lake Cook Road suite D. The proposed business address is 444 Lake Cook Rd unit 27.
>>>
>>> The proposed business "Cornerstone MMA" is showing a need of 15 parking spots in our shared lot. Our
concerns are the following:
>>>
>> Our peak business hours are going to be the similar and excessive traffic and difficulty for clients to find parking
will have a negative impact on our business as well as neighboring businesses and potential Cornerstone clients.  
>>
>>> Surrounding businesses have work vehicles/trucks that are permanently parked on the lot which are not "open"
spaces.
>>>
>>> For these reasons we hope you will request that an outside agency conducts a parking study in order to gauge
the impact on surrounding businesses as well as traffic to the parking lot and access roads.
>>>
>>> Thank you so much for your time and consideration,
>>>
>>> Sincerely,
>>>
>>> Jim Poulos
>>> FIT Boutique
>>

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Spectrum Binky
Daniel Nakahara
Re 444 lake cook suite 27 parking issue
Wednesday, March 20, 2019 4:17:19 PM

To whom it may concern,
I recently saw a sign across from my business ( FIT Boutique 448 lake cook road suite D) for a public hearing for
Cornerstone MMA (444 lake cook suite 27). At first I was excited to have a new business come back to our area
but then I quickly realized what that meant for us. There is absolutely no way we could fit an additional 15 cars
back in our already cramped lot. Being in a very similar industry our businesses would both be busy at the same
times which means a big influx of cars/customers in the morning and the evening during rush hour times. Not only
would the parking situation be abysmal but trying to turn right or left onto Waukegan Road off of Integrity would be
nearly impossible. This is already a concern for our customers and many others by us. Adding a customer based
business back by us would absolutely ruin our parking situation. I know many other businesses around us have
the same exact feelings and will be writing emails. I have attached photos of what are parking lot looks like, keep
in mind some of the businesses back here are seasonal like "Aqua Clear" and don't even have their trucks here
yet. In the summer time it will be even busier.
I sincerely hope that you do not let them move into that space. It would absolutely make our parking lot impossible
to navigate and increase traffic in traffic jams on Integrity in Waukegan and the other exit on Lake Cook.
Thank you
Sincerely,
George Eix

